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ABSTRACT
This report is a summary of proceedings of workshop held in South Africa’s Golden Gate
Highland National Park where as number of Site Managers from Africa’s Natural World Heritage
Sites from the English speaking States Parties met at a Capacity building Workshop which was
organized by the Africa World Heritage Fund (AWHF) in partnership with IUCN, the UNESCO
World Heritage Centre, the South African Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) and
National Parks (SANPARKS). This is part of Africa Nature Programme aimed at improving on the
Protection of Africa’s Natural World Heritage Sites (AWHSs). This training programme is an
output of the Second Periodic Report for Africa Region that was adopted by the 36th Session of the
World Heritage Committee in 2011.
The Workshop gathered 26 participants comprising Site Managers, and workshop organizers
(AWHF, South African National Parks and Department of Environmental Affairs) and facilitators
who included staff from IUCN and UNESCO World Heritage Centre. The workshop was also
attended by a Coordinator for the Francophone States Parties Training Coordinator for a parallel
workshop which was held in Senegal in November 2012.
The main objectives of the workshop were: to establish a network of Nature Experts/site managers
of WHS; to adopt working tools for a Risk Preparedness for Anglophone countries; to draft Risk
Assessment and Preparedness plans for selected WHS and to build capacities in WHS managers in
Risk Preparedness approaches.The expected outputs for the workshop were a network of site
managers established; Risk Preparedness Identification and planning tools adopted; a production of
draft Risk assessment and Preparedness Plans for selected World Heritage Sites; and action plan
for the theme produced and production of a workshop report.
A number of supportive presentations were made in line or in support of the theme on risk
preparedness as follows: Africa Nature Programme, Enhancing Our Heritage as a Tool for
Management Effectiveness of World Heritage Properties, BIOPAMA, State of Conservation of
Africa’s Natural World Heritage Properties, an example of management of a World Heritage Site
for UKhahlamba Drakensberg Mixed World Heritage Site, Protection and Management of World
Heritage Sites, Community Benefits and Sustainable Development at World Heritage Sites,
Golden Gates Highlands National Park, Diagnostic Tools for Identification and Mapping Planning
and Monitoring Risk (Templates) tools and approaches for Preparation of Risk Management Plan
were also presented. The workshop had a component of field trip and adopted an approach of
question and answer or making observations during the plenary or field trip. The workshop
participants also benefited from presentations on UNESCO State of Conservation Online
Information System, Funding Opportunities from Africa World Heritage Fund and a workshop
summary presentation for the French speaking African World Heritage Sites. The workshop also
broke into groups where they discussed and filled in the risk mapping and planning templates and
drafted plans.
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During the course of the workshop, delegates from various countries and representatives from
organizers presented and discussed a wide range of key issues/challenges facing National Heritage
Sites. They also suggested a number of constructive recommendations to enhance reduction in
some of the risks associated with National Heritage Sites. Key issues and the subsequent
recommendations/comments from each presentation are the main focus of this report. Generally
the workshop met all the outlined objectives. However a number of follow-up activities have also
been recommended.

1.0

AFRICA NATURE PROGRAMME AND WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

1.1 BACKGROUND: AFRICA NATURE PROGRAM
The Africa Nature Capacity Building Program was launched in 2011 to improve management
effectiveness at Natural World Heritage Sites in Africa. It targets site managers of the 37 plus existing
natural properties in Africa and is expected to address major gaps in site management, pointed as a major
aspect for the sustainable conservation of those sites. The program was designed to help site managers
improve their management and monitoring processes to better address the serious threats and conservation
challenges observed at many of the sites, among which 32% are inscribed on the List of World Heritage in
Danger. Climate change, Invasive species or Physical Resource Extraction, are among the numerous
conservation challenges which were identified through the Second Cycle of the Periodic Reporting in the
Africa Region carried out in 2010-2011. The Africa Nature program is intended not to directly address
those threats, but also would also be a significant contributor to address some of their underlying causes.
UNESCO, IUCN and the African World Heritage Fund are the implementers of a program, which
was officially adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011 and expected to be
implemented within a six year timeframe as part of the Africa Periodic Reporting Action Plan (2012-2017).
The program is to function as an umbrella for a number of projects and initiatives that support the overall
objectives. Further cooperation and synergies will be sought with existing initiatives and training activities.
Within this overall program, a 24 month start-up phase has been designed. It would focus on building
capacity and carrying out management effectiveness assessments in a selection of sites, developing a
stakeholder network of site managers and their direct partners, and delivering capacity building on some
key conservation issues identified through the Periodic Reporting. The project would include both technical
training – through targeted capacity building workshops – and on-the-job training.
The Flanders Government has committed 344.932 USD to the implementation of the program. This
program would also be co-funded by UNESCO World Heritage Centre (50.000 USD), IUCN (300.000
USD) and the African World Heritage Fund (75.000 USD). An additional amount of 225.000 USD was still
being sought to implement the first phase of the project at the time of writing this report.
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1.2 SPECIFIC CONTEXT: INTENSIVE WORKSHOP ON RISK PREPAREDNESS
1. 2.1- Brief description
Two workshops were intended to gather sites managers for one week. The workshops were intended to be
held in such a way that all 39 African World Heritage sites were to be involved. The attendants would use
preventive and applied approaches to diagnostic the current and potential risks of OUV lost and also
propose accurate measures. The pedagogical approach would be “Learning by Doing”. The workshops
would be held during the first 6 months of the program. A training workshop was to gather French Speaking
managers and another one, English Speaking countries. It was expected, each participant would be able to
develop a draft risk management plan for his/her site after the workshop. Mentors would lead and interact
with them.
Once developed, the plans would be put on line where they would be discussed by the managers through
web forum.
1.2.2- The Francophone workshop, Djoudj National Park World Heritage Site, Senegal, 19-23
November 2012
The first workshop was attended by 13 site managers of 13 natural World Heritage sites in French Speaking
Africa. The workshop was coordinated by IUCN through its national office in Senegal.
1.2.3- The English workshop, Golden Gates Highlands National Park, South Africa, 20-25 May 2013
The original objectives were:
•
•
•
•

Introduce and present the Africa Nature Program;
Explore monitoring and evaluation tools for efficient management of Natural World Heritage
properties in Africa;
Discuss the methodological and structural framework of Risk Preparedness Plan on Natural World
Heritage sites;
Develop an operational framework for the development of Risk Preparedness Plan by each
participant.

The working method was expected interactive, practical and group works were planned. Each participant
was asked to prepare, before the workshop, a 10-15 pages paper comprising:
•
•
•

Outlines of current layout and management plan of the World Heritage property;
A brief description of risks the property is experiencing;
A draft risk management strategy for the property.

2.0 INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP PRECEEDINGS
2.1

Background

With the mandate from African Union and African States Parties to UNESCO World Heritage
9

Convention, the African World Heritage Fund (AWHF) based in Midrand (DBSA) was launched
in 2006, The AWHF is a UNESCO Category II Centre since 2009.
The aims of AWHF are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Contribute to making the World Heritage List credible, representative and balanced;
Contribute to sustainable management and conservation of the World Heritage sites in
Africa;
Consolidate institutional capacities of AWHF.

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

A Group photograph of the workshop participants
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2.2

The Theme or Keynote Presentation

The main focus of the workshop was on capacity building in risk preparedness approaches,
drafting risk assessment and preparedness plans for selected WHS, adopting working tools for risk
preparedness, as well as establishment of a network of nature experts for Anglophone countries,
among others.
The workshop that took place from 20th to 245th May, 2013 was a follow up to the Periodic
Reporting exercise. According to Periodic Reporting exercise, Natural Sites face a lot of threats
and as such there is need to be prepared to these challenges. It is in this line that Risk preparedness
was identified as a key issue.
The Africa Nature Programmes are aimed at helping to address the risks faced by natural heritage
sites as well as developing capacity in site managers in the formulation of Management plans and
adoptions sustainable tools for management of WHS. This is after the realization that Site manager
needed to be multi-skilled as there are a number of plans at site level that needed to be
implemented.

DAY ONE
2.3

Opening Prayer and Site Managers Introductions Expectations

After the prayer self-introductions with respect to the States Parties and organizations the
participants were representing and expectations their from the workshop were made. Names of Site
Managers are in appendix 1.
The following are expectations participants felt should come out from the workshop:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

to network
to share best practices
to learn tools for risk preparedness
to harmonize between nature and culture
to plan on how to attract donors
to identify risks affecting other WHS
to create a social media site for interaction
to come up with a comprehensive Monitoring plan
to come up with Business strategy

See also the Expectations of the Site Managers
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2.4

OPENING REMARKS AND KEYNOTE SPEECH

Mr. Thabo Kgomommu
The representative from the South African Department of Environmental Affairs, Mr.
Kgomommu, Deputy Director of World Heritage thanked and welcomed all participants to South
Africa. He took special cognizance of the presence of the Director for AWHF and representatives
from UNESCO and IUCN. He informed the meeting that two more participants from South Africa
were yet to join the meeting.
The Deputy Director noted that Africa as a continent has a lot of issues that needed to be dealt
with and hoped that the workshop would aid in coming up with plans that would safeguard the
precious resources from the risks the continent was facing, and gave Mapungubwe as one of the
sites that was threatened with flooding. He then urged participants to be open and participate fully
in the proceedings of the workshop, stating that no doubt the diversity would help participants
learn and have enriched experience that would be used to train those left behind. He attributed the
change of the workshop venue from Kruger to Golden Gates National Park as due to Kruger
National Park being fully booked.
The Deputy Director finally mentioned that the workshop was made possible as a result of a
partnership among AWHF, SANPARKS and the Department of Environmental Affairs of South
Africa.

3.0

PRESENTATIONS AND COMMENTS ON KEY ISSUES FROM
PRESENTATIONS

3.1 Workshop Objectives and expected outcomes
By Mr. Kagosi Mwamulowe
a. Objectives
The main objectives of the workshop were:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

to establish a network of Nature Experts/site managers of WHS
to adopt working tools for a Risk Preparedness for Anglophone countries
to draft Risk Assessment and Preparedness plans for selected WHS
to build capacities in WHS managers in Risk Preparedness approaches

b. Expected Outputs
The expected outputs for the workshop were:
12

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

A network of site managers established
Risk Preparedness Identification and planning tools adopted
Draft Risk assessment and Preparedness Plans for selected WHS
Action plan for the theme produced
Workshop report

It was noted that risk preparedness had mainly been formulated under cultural heritage and that
very little work had been done under the natural heritage category.
Detailed expectations are as per the attached document in Appendix 5
3.2 Periodic Reporting in Africa
By Mr. Souayibou Varissou, Head of Programs AWHF
Mr. Souayibou Varissou defined Periodic reporting in four different ways i.e. as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

an assessment of the application of the World Heritage Convention by the State Parties;
an assessment as to whether the OUV of the properties inscribed on the World Heritage
List is being maintained over time;
up-dated information about the WHP to record the changing circumstances and state of
conservation of the properties or;
A mechanism for regional co-operation and exchange of information and experiences
between States Parties concerning the implementation of the Convention and World
Heritage conservation.

Issues emanating from section I (national level) of the process Questionnaire were
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Legal framework available but weak on implementation
Non-involvement of local communities
Inventories and tentative lists available but not updated
Insufficient financial levels, reliance on external funding

Issues from section II (site level) of the Questionnaire were:
i.
ii.
iii.

Lack of clarity of sites boundaries and buffer zones
Inadequate protective measures to maintain OUV
Insufficient and inadequate financial and human resources

From his presentation the following message from Africa was clear:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Direct community involvement and benefits from World Heritage sites is needed;
Recognition, formalization and documentation of traditional management systems is
needed;
Need for development of existing World heritage and
Need for Conflict resolution in WHS
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The Capacity management needs highlighted were:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Community outreach
Risk preparedness
Enforcement of legislative frameworks and policies
Conservation and monitoring

The following were the most prominent comments after this presentation:
i.
ii.

3.3

Was noted that thorough periodic reporting, there is a direct contact of the implementation
of the convention
The need to reach out to the culture groups as there are common issues faced and need to
learn from them.
Africa Nature Program

By Mr. Geoffroy Mauvais
According to Mr. Mauvais, the objectives of the Africa nature project are to improve the
management effectiveness of natural WHS through targeted capacity-building and knowledge
sharing. The project itself is intended to benefit the Site Managers in:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Application of management effectiveness assessments
A network of knowledge management and sharing
Targeted capacity-building activities
Consolidation of the overall Africa Nature Programme i.e. must be broadened.

Comments and Observations
The major issues which were raised after the Africa Nature project presentation were:
i.
ii.
iii.

AWHF is trying to engage partners to have a broader hand on the Programme including
cultural properties. The initiative is still under discussion.
The Danger List should not be negative perceptions only but also positive ones.
Need for community involvement is now a requirement for nature Programme. There is
need for a mechanism to integrate community in sites that did not require community
involvement.

3.4 A Enhancing Our Heritage (EOH)
By Miss. Christine Mentzel
A presentation was made on EOH as a tool for measuring the effectiveness of management of
Natural World Heritage Properties which has been recommended by the IUCN as an appropriate or
standardized tool for application at such sites.
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3.4b Enhancing Our Heritage (EOH) Lake Malawi Example:
By Kagosi Mwamulowe
The objective of this topic and case study was to bring out some of the threats and risks that Lake
Malawi World Heritage Site experiences in the light of the use of an EOH assessment Tool. The
EOH Tool also exposed some of the threats which feed into the Risk Theme.under discussion.
Some of the issues experienced by the site as derived by the assessment are as outlined below
under section 3.4.
It was expected that this would give participants an insight into some of the pertinent risks that
their sites could also be facing. On the other hand, this topic also served as an introductory topic to
some of the participants on the highly approved Tool for assessing the effectiveness of
management of World Heritage Sites in particular natural sites.
3.4c Comments and Observations
Key issues relating to EOH included the following;
i.

viii.

State parties have constraints emanating from lack of adequate funds and institutional
mechanisms.
The management plan of Lake Malawi does not encompass OUVs for which the site was
declared.
The weakness in the EoH is on qualitative assessment
A number of WHS are revenue generators and the funds are used to meet other institutional
obligations.
Participants cited staff mobility as one of the major issues, but it was for the State Party to
deal with. There is need to address the issue of institutional capacity.
With respect to Lake Malawi is the size adequate to secure the OUVs? There is need to
focus on the whole ecosystem.
It was also observed that there was need to plan for instability. Planning must be robust.
When the site manager is not around, the system must go on functioning. There is need to
plan realistically. Why forecast a huge budget when the past shows that funding has been
low?
How can OUVs be managed within the context of the challenges and constraints faced?

3.5

Outstanding Universal Value (OUV)

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

By Mr. James Wakibara (Site Manager for Serengeti National Park World Heritage Site
The OUVs are values stipulated within the ten criteria for inclusion of protected area on to the
world heritage list. Without clearly understanding the OUV, there will be inadequate or
misdirected risk preparedness.
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This paper was presented as a way of depicting the OUV of a particular site. The aspect of
ensuring that the OUV should be protected against risks was looked into. If a site looses its OUV it
is a good as not being a world heritage site.
In the case of Tanzania, threats faced include poaching, major infrastructure development, glacier
decline, deforestation, fires and human pressure.
3.6

Biodiversity and Protected Areas Management (BIOPAMA)

By Mrs. Christine Mentzel (Senior Programme Officer, IUCN, South Africa)
According to Mrs. Mentzel BIOPAMA is IUCN’s landmark Programme for improving
management capacity in effective Protected Area Management. She also reiterated that BIOPAMA
is about improvement of information on Biodiversity. ‘The project’s main objective is to improve
long-term conservation of biodiversity in ACP regions and reduce the poverty of populations
surrounding protected areas’, she stated. During the course of a sample of an evaluation form
which showed the kind of information required at site management level was presented and
distributed. The questionnaire was submitted to the presenter the following day.
3.7

Exercise on information gathering on Golden Gate Highlands National Park

The participants were engaged in an exercise to gather information in preparation for a field
excursion to assess risk faced by the park. The exercise encompassed collecting information to
answer the following questions;
•

What is the total area of the site (core and buffer zone)? Is the size adequate to protect the
values of the site?
What are the values and attributes of the site?
What are the park objectives?
What criteria will suitable for inclusion of the park on the World Heritage List?
What stakeholders are found in and around the park?
What are the Funding, Human Resources and Logistics of the park?
Are there adequate laws for protection and policies
Does the site have a management plan?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.8 Golden Gate Highlands National Park Presentation
DAY 2
3.7

The State of Conservation of African Properties

By Mr. Muyumbwa Ndiyoi, (Site Coordinator Mosi oa tunya/Victoria Falls World Heritage
Sites).
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Mr. Ndiyoi in his introductory remarks stated the state of conservation can be used as a too lfor
assessing the status of OUV of property through conservation and management activities. It can
also be used for monitoring WHC and self-evaluation by State Parties. Mr Ndiyoi who is also a
Chief Natural Heritage Officer at the National Heritage Conservation Commission in Zambia
elaborated that major threats faced by Natural Sites in Africa are:
i.
Outdated Inventories of rare species, endemic and threatened
ii.
Invasive species;
iii.
Pollution (water, air and visual);
iv.
Drought and/or upstream hydropower production.
v.
Poaching;
vi.
Reduced and degraded water resources
vii.
Potential impact of optical cables’ installation ;
viii.
Construction of roads
ix.
Mining activities inside the property including artisanal gold mining.
x.
Staffing and budgetary deficiencies;
xi.
Degradation of buffer zone;
xii.
Impact of tourism and climbing expeditions;
xiii.
Climate Change
xiv.
Unclear boundaries of the world heritage property
xv.
lack of involvement /participation in decision making by the local communities
xvi.
Agricultural encroachment;
The major comments/recommendations made from the presentation were as follows. There was a:
i.
ii.

3.8

need to clarify difference between Risk and threats and why the presentation focused on the
threats.
need to summarize only key threats.

Management of the Ukhalhamba-Drakensburg World Heritage Site, South Africa

By Mr. Oscar Mthimukulu
According to Mr. Mthimukulu, the Site Manager for UDP the property was listed as a WHS in
November 2000 and proclaimed as a World Heritage Site on 18 December 2007. The mandate of
management of UDP WHS and conservation biodiversity within the area has been bestowed to
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife under World Heritage Convention Act (Act 49 of 1999) and the KZN
Nature Conservation Management Act, Act 9 of 1997respectively.
Despite various management interventions that have been put in place as highlighted by the site
manager, UDP was still facing a number of challenges. The most prominent being veld fires,
human-wildlife conflicts, invasive alien species, illegal off take of natural and cultural heritage,
among others.
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After the deliberations, the following were the recommendations:
i.
ii.

3.9

The park was advised to develop a UDP WHS Risk Preparedness plan to work hand in
hand with the IMP.
The Park was praised for having an elaborated management structure of which other states
parties can take a leaf from.
Protection and Management

By Djah François Malan
Before starting the presentation, Mr. Malan explained how management tools are interlinked,
including how the Disaster Risk Management plan fit in these approaches. He further stated the
main aim of protection and management of WHP as to ensure that the OUV, the conditions of
integrity and/or authenticity at the time of inscription are maintained or bestowed in the future
using the three major pillars of OUV namely:
i.
ii.
iii.

Criteria
Integrity
Protection and management

The presenter also outlined a proposed template for a management plan for consideration by the
meeting. He emphasized further the need for Operational guidelines and Management Plans to
include a section on Risk Preparedness.
The key issues relating to the presentation were as outlined below:
i.
ii.

The template on the format for the management plan was deemed a good idea but its
adoption intended for the meeting was considered premature.
The meeting also indicated that having a common template has advantages. It was further
resolved that the key issue should be on the standardization of the system of assessment.

3.10 Community Benefits and Sustainable Development at World Heritage Property
By Mr. James Wakibara (Site Manager Serengeti National Park World Heritage Site,
Tanzania)
Mr. Wakibara stated that Tanzania had adopted a holistic approach the management of wildlife
and WHS where local community, private sector, NGO’s and the state co-manage and share the
benefits accrued from the conservation and management of these resources.
This approach had seen an increase in WHS community projects, tourists arrival in Tanzania,
revenue generated at each site, as well as growth in the numbers wildlife protected areas in the
country as highlighted by the presenter. Details of this are in this clickable presentation below:
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3.11

Risk Preparedness for Anglophone NWHS Managers

By Mr. Kagosi Mwamulowe (the Course Coordinator as well as Focal Person for World Heritage
Convention in Zambia and a Director at the National Heritage Conservation Commission and one
of the Enhancing Our Heritage Mentors for Africa Nature Program).
The presentation attracted a lot of comments as it was the main theme for the workshop. The
following were the main concerns and contributions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

3.12

Need to clarify what constitutes a risk or a threat
Need to clarify the concept of driver, causes and the scale
Need to clarify meaning of the equation ‘Risk=Hazard x Vulnerability’.
Members were advised to consult the template to guide on what constitute a risk and what
is not.
It was acknowledged by meeting that some risks such as climate change are beyond human
control hence the need to adapt and mitigate the effects.
Risk Management Field Forms and Templates

A number of templates for recording information in the field relating to risk management were
presented.
3.13

A Presentation of Template for Preparing a Risk Management Plan

This template was adopted from a CDC Template but modified to suit the natural World Heritage
conservation field. Click on this presentation to view and print entire template.
After the presentation the meeting was in agreement that the template was considered to be a good
way forward on risk assessment but it was felt the template needed to be coded so that there is an
element of ranking.
DAY 3
3.14

Field Excursion

Field Visits
Field exercusion involved the following aspects:
i.
ii.

a visit to the Park Boundary/ southern gate
a visit to fossiliferous beds of the discovery of dinasur beds (the proposed site for a
geological museum).
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iii.
iv.

a visit to trace fossil site (fossil animal burrows
a visit to a community led wetland project

Objectives
The objectives of this field trip were:
(i)
to appreciate the Park Attributes/Values (on which Risk assessment would be based)
(ii)
to identify and record risks in the field
(iii) to test field forms and their appropriateness in the field and responsivenees to the template
for preparing the Risk Management Plan
(iv)
to appreciate some of the ongoing Park projects
(v)
to appreciate the Park extent
Methodology
Grouping of Participants and assigning Tasks
Participants were grouped into 3 working groups for easy sharing of ideas
Desk Research
Participants were encouraged to read any available literature on the Park such as Site Information
Brochure for them to appreciate the site significance and extent.
Powerpoint Presentation
A power point presentation which was made earlier on the previous day on the various aspects of
Golden Gates Highlands National Parks also constituted the methodology of comprehending the
site well.
Field Observations
Physical Field observations were made on
•
Site management gave
•
Site attributes Values
•
Site threats and risks and possible mitigations
Onsite interpretations
While in the field onsite explanation and interpretations were given about each project site.
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Documentation
• Data was gathered using photographic evidence
• Field forms were used
• Text
• Locations were noted
Outputs
NB: The outputs of this field excursion are as outlined in the work for Day 4 below.
General Observations
The field exercise was successful though it could have been done better. For instance there was
need to have GPS equipment for recording coordinates of locations and risks.
The success of the outing was was in that participants had an opportunity to appreciate the Park
values which are largely geological (palaeontogical) and geomorphological. Thus the Park is an
extension of Ukhahlamba Drankensburg World Heritage Site and thus shares similar landscape
(i.e. stratified mountain) features. In addition, geologically the Park has fossil sites of the
discovery of the oldest fossilised eggs in the world.
Participants were also able to identify and record that the Park had various risks as follows:
Risks
•
•
•
•
•
•
Risk
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk of loss of valuable fossil through soil erosion and lotting
Risk of illegal activities aound the poorly defined buffer zone
Risk of road kills/accidents on wildlife due provincial road cutting through the Park
Risk of ecological disturbance due to fire hazards from various sources
Risks of reduced water flows in wetlands
Risk of poaching and other illegal activities due to transfrantier location
Responses
Risk of loss of valuable fossil
Plan to build a geological museum
Risk of illegal activities
Core zone has been fenced
Risk of road kills/accidents on wildlife
Erected speed limit road signage
Risk of ecological disturbance
An active fire management unit in place
Risks of reduced water flows in wetlands Water retaining infrastructure constructed
Risk of poaching and other illegal activities Transfrontier World Heritage Nomination
Risk of loss of aesthetics due to tourism
Use of environmental friendly colours
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DAY 4
Based on the field experience undertaken the previous day, groups made presentations on the risk
assessment based on the template provided. The template was discussed with respect to
applicability and how easy it was to use.
Key Issues and Obervations on the Field Forms
Key issues relating to the template includes the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

The form was deemed as a good basis to structure one that should fit the natural sites
It was proposed that the columns on the table be in landscape instead of portrait
The form should be self-guiding
It was suggested that trans-boundary and national values be included in the template
Social values should also be included in the template under the heading of cultural
heritage
The ranking of form #3 needed to be revisited
Relocate the content of topography to the first page. It was not clear what the purpose
of the section was and why the value terms ‘good or bad’ included in the template.
Need to have a logical framework
It was resolved that site location would mean the entire site while site locality to mean
specific element
The form for baseline must encompass all issues from entire site to site elements and be
able to track changes
Site elements, geological period must be tied to site description
Create space for geological period in the first form

As a result of this a form as shown below was produced as a hybrid field form:
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Table showing Adopted Field Form Sample

#1 NEW SITE FIELD CARD
SITE IDENTIFICATION
Investigator(s)
Investigators Institution
Investigation Date
Site Primary Name
Other Site Name(s)
Site Governarate, District/Province, Municipality
Office Responsible for Site
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE OR SIGNIFICANCE OF
SITE
A. NATURAL
Description
Criterion
OUV VALUE
1. Scientific
a. Ecological
Habitat
Species
Process
b. Geological
Feature
Process
c. Geomorphologic
Feature
Process
2. Aesthetic
Phenomenon
N/A
B. NATURAL
NATIONAL
VALUE
N/A
C. CULTURAL
Description
Criterion
OR OTHER
VALUE
Historical Value
Social Value
Spiritual
Does the site have a clearly marked Boundary:
Yes
No
If YES attach a sketch or Map (Map attached
Yes
No

3.15

Quantitative and Qualitative Risk Assessment and Management Processes

By Mr. Kagosi Mwamulowe
This presentation was/is largely based on the example of Petra World Heritage Archaeological Site
ICCROM–CCI–ICN (2007).
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Observations
The following were the main observations and comments made arising from the presentation:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The format lacked a plan or table for mitigation which ought to be linked to the action
plan
The section on acronyms ought to be included
Budget ought to be linked to the risks identified
There was need for an appropriate term for the project team
The meaning of the term ‘risk owner’ was not very clear
Comprehensive list of Agencies to be included in the risk management plan

After this the rest of the afternoon for day 4 was dedicated to a group work to prepare risk
management plans on selected sites namely Simien (Ethiopia), Drakensburg (RSA), Aldabra Atoll
(Seychelles) and Rwenzori (Uganda).
DAY 5
3.16

Case Studies of Four Risk Management Plans

Part of the morning day 5 was dedicated to a group work to present draft risk management plans
for Aldaabra Atoll (Seychelles) Simien (Ethiopia), Drakensburg (RSA), and Rwenzori (Uganda)
World Heritage Properties. See Appendix 8 on each of these for details.
RESULTS OF GROUP WORKS
SITE 1 : ALDABRA ATOLL WORLD HERITAGE SITE GROUP WORK
Risk Response Management Plan For Aldabra Atoll World Heritage Site
Risk Analysis
Qualitative and Quantitative analysis
Key Ratings : Very Low =1, Low = 2, Medium = 3, High = 4 and Very High =5
Risks identified are as follows:
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Table Showing Risk Probability and Impact Matrix
No. Risk name
Probability
(A)

Impact
(B)

1
2

1
3

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Climate change-sea level rises
Climate change-drought
reading to water scarcity
Climate change –sea coastal
erosion
Climate change -sea surface
temperature changes
Invasive species- flora
Invasive species predationfauna
Pollution due to oil spills
Poaching
Fires
Remoteness on service
delivery
Inadequate staff training
Piracy

Risk
Magnitude

5
4

Level of site
element affected
(C)
1
1

5

3

1

9 (Medium)

4

4

3

11 (High)

4
4

3
4

1
2

8 (Medium)
10 (High)

1
3
1
4

4
3
4
4

1
2
1
4

6 (Low)
8 (Medium)
6 (Low)
12 (High)

3
4

3
2

2
1

8 (Medium)
7 (Low)

Table Showing Risk Magnitude and Response Matrix
No
Risk description
Risk Magnitude
1
Climate change-sea level rises
Low

7 (Low)
8 (Medium)

Response
Avoid

2

Climate change-drought reading to
water scarcity

Medium

Expand the rainwater
harvesting project

3
4

High
Medium

Avoid
Avoid

5

Climate change –sea coastal erosion
Climate change -sea surface
temperature changes
Invasive species- flora

Medium

6

Invasive species- fauna

High

7
8

Pollution due to oil spills
Poaching

Low
Medium

9

Fires

Low

10
11
12

Remoteness on service delivery
Inadequate staff training
Piracy

High
Medium
Low

Develop and implement
Invasive Species Removal Plan
Develop and implement
Invasive Species Removal Plan
Installation of Lighthouses
Enhance anti poaching and
monitoring operations
Develop Fire Management
Plan
Out Sources service delivery
Develop Staff Training Plan
Avoid
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SITE 2: SIMIEN NATIONAL PARK WORLD HERITAGE SITE GROUP WORK
Risk Analysis, Management Action Plan,

Priority Score & Priority Rating
The following Priority Score and Priority Ratings were used in the Risk Register based upon
Probability Rating and Impact Ratings selected

• High – Greater than <70%> probability of occurrence
• Medium – Between <30%> and <70%> probability of occurrence
• Low – Below <30%> probability of occurrence

Impact

Risk Analysis
Probability
H
M
L
L

M

H

Impact Ranking
• High – Risk that has the potential to greatly impact project cost, project schedule or performance
• Medium – Risk that has the potential to slightly impact project cost, project schedule or
performance
• Low – Risk that has relatively little impact on cost, schedule or performance

Risks that fall within the RED and YELLOW zones will have risk response planning which may
include both a risk mitigation and a risk contingency plan.

Table Showing Risk Probability and Impact Matrix
s/n
1

Risk
Prolonged drought

Impact
H

Probability
M

Rank
3.5

2

Loss and damage of
wildlife

H

H

1.5

3

Destruction of natural
vegetation and wildlife
habitats

H

H

1.5

4

Wildlife disturbance

H

M

4.5

5

Habitat degradation

H

H

1

Remarks
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Risk Management Action Plan
s/n

Risk

Risk
Rank

Response
Measure

Responsible
body

Time line
(years)

1

Prolonged drought

5

Mitigate

Site Manager

5

2
3

Damage of wildlife

3
2

Mitigate
Mitigate

Site Manager
Site Manager

4
5

4

Mitigate

Site Manager

3

1

Mitigate

Site Manager

5

4

Loss of natural
vegetation and
wildlife habitats
Wildlife disturbance

5

Habitat degradation

Approx cost
(incl.
monitoring)

Quantitative Risk Analysis
Analysis of risk events that have been prioritized using the qualitative risk analysis process and their affect
on project activities will be estimated, a numerical rating applied to each risk based on this analysis, and
then documented in this section of the risk management plan.
Table Showing Risk Impact Probability and Ranking Matrix

s/n
1

Risk
Prolonged drought

2
3

Damage of wildlife

4
5

Impact
74

Probability
56

Average
65

Rank
5

78
80

70
78

74
79

3
2

Wildlife disturbance

72

64

68

4

Habitat degradation

86

82

84

1

Loss of natural vegetation and
wildlife habitats

SITE 3: RWENZORI MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK GROUP WORK
Risk categorization and Identification
Categorization
Description of the risks:
Natural Environmental factors– the OUVs could be affected by changes in the normal
environmental conditions such as climate, hydrological, geological and ecological factors
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a.
Climate changes effects
These Affect rainfall patterns, causing floods and landslides which destroys social infrastructure
i. Floods
These are amongst the most common hazards around the Rwenzori Mountains, however not all
floods are alike. Some floods develop slowly, while others such a flash floods can develop in just a
few minutes and without visible signs of rain. As the Heritage is the main catchment area for the
entire region often its wet in the mountain, while the low plains of savannah situation is rather dry,
thus experiencing frequent flash floods even without rains in the plains due to excessive rainfall in
the mountains that often destroys bridges both in the Park and outside, thus leading to loss of lives
and property. No specific plan is in place to manage the floods in the area. In May 2013, devasting
floods hit the areas affecting and displacing hundreds of people especially in Kasese district.
ii. Land slides
Frequently landslides occur in the region during the rain season, which is occasioned by
earthquakes and human mismanagement of the land especially in the hilly areas. During the land
slide, soil/masses of rocks, boulders, debris, sand move down the slope forming rivers of debris
and mudflows of a collection of flora, fauna and infrastructures
Landslides develop when water rapidly accumulates in the ground, during heavy rainfall, changing
the earth into a flowing river of mud or “slurry.” They flow progressively gaining speed as they
slope , striking with little or no warning at avalanche speeds.
iii.

Receding snow and Crevasses

b. Human Induced factors – Population growth and associated high demand for natural resources
subsequent pressure on the same
i.
Wild fires
Fire is identified as a potential threat to the park’s delicate ecosystems. The GMP recognizes that
relatively few fires occur within RMNP because the vegetation is ever green. However where fires
do occur, most are caused by the poachers in the park. A few are a result of visitors and porters
neglecting a fire they have made during their trek and other fires originating from the adjacent
cultivatable gardens. Whatever the cause of the fire, the damage they leave in their wake is great
especially in this delicate ecosystem and therefore a need to prevent them.
ii. Mining/ Kaolin quarry by Kilembe Mines Limited.
Management of Kilembe mines limited attempted to re- open the Kaolin quarry in July 2006
within Kasitoha area in Rwenzori Mountains National Park. Management halted the prospectus
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date and No activities are going on. However, in the recently 2011-2012, central government
concessioned out the former copper mines to a new firm (Chines) to redevelop the mines, this
possess a threat to the PA.
b. Conservation Management Process Changes – Enhancing workflows, training staff,
implementing new workflows Inadequate staff levels and funding to patrol all sections of the
rough terrain
c. Resource Constraints – Market changes have shifted focus of resources; may have to
compensate with consultants that could impact the budget--- Inadequate capacity to expeditiously
manage Risk of fires from the Mountain
d. Others risks
These include:
•
•
•
•

Diseases/anthrax, ebola extra
Insecurity in DRC
Vegetation changes-invasive species, vegetation zonation change
Pollution from Hima Cement Industry-air pollution from factory

SITE 4: UKHAHLAMBA DRAKENSBERG PARK WORLD HERITAGE SITE GROUP
WORK
Risk Analysis
All risks identified were assessed to identify the range of possible project outcomes.
Qualification was used to determine which risks are the top risks to pursue and respond to
and which risks could be ignored.
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Qualitative Risk Analysis

Risk
Wild fires

Frequency Degree of
Area
Significance Affected
5?
1
4

Risk
Magnitude
10?

Comments

Distribution of the
species was
considered Still
need to do alien
mapping
Scale needs
adjusting to suit
natural sites;

Illegal
Activities
Invasive Alien
Species

5
4.5

1

1

6.5

Diseases

3.5

.5

.5

4.5

Drought

3.5

.5

.5

4.5

The scale for
natural sites needs
to adjusted

Wild fires, illegal activitie, invasive alien species diseases drought are among some of the
Risks idendified by the working group with their frequency degree of significance and area
affected and risk magnitude depicted in the table above.
Priority Score & Priority Rating
The following Priority Score and Priority Ratings were used in the Risk Register based upon
Probability Rating and Impact Ratings selected.
The probability and impact of occurrence for each identified risk were assessed by the working group
using the following approach:
Probability
• High – Greater than <70%> probability of occurrence
• Medium – Between <30%> and <70%> probability of occurrence
• Low – Below <30%> probability of occurrence
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Impact
• High – Risk that has the potential to greatly impact project cost, project schedule or performance
• Medium – Risk that has the potential to slightly impact project cost, project schedule or
performance
• Low – Risk that has relatively little impact on cost, schedule or performance
Table showing risk, impact, ranking matrix
Risk
Quantitative
Qualitative Rank
Rank
Wild fires
10
High
Illegal Activities
Invasive Alien
4
Low
species
Disease
4.5
Low
Drought
4.5
Low

Probability

Impact

70%

High

30%
30%
30%

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS (GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS)
Comments and observations on Risk assessment format used in Group presentations
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

It was proposed that a column of actions be included in the log book/register table.
In the risk management plan, the mitigation measures were to be supported by details in the
appendices.
The definitions of risks and threats still needed to be resolved. A proposal was thus made
that a Risk be defined as an outcome of a threat
The scale used for rating impacts/risks needed adjusting to suit the natural sites.
The ranking needed to remain flexible.
The ranking depends on the questions that may be asked with respect to the risk in question
It was proposed that the sequence be identification of risks then categorization of the same
In situations where there was no baseline data, there was need to extrapolate possible
impacts from knowledge around or established elsewhere.
The quantitative approach was preferred than the qualitative, but in situations where it was
not feasible qualitative approach was recommended.
It was observed that when a risk has ranked low or has a low value, there was no need to
come up with mitigation for the same. Thus only those risks deemed to have significant
threats should be mitigated.
While some risks may rank low, their impact could be huge once they occurred.
Risk preparedness should not be restricted to the site but to all stakeholders
Networking was encouraged and emphasized
uraged and emphasized

Some of the common risks from the 4 pilot sites are as shown in the table below with the following
being the most common risks/issues:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Wild fires,
Poaching,
Diseases,
Loss of natural vegetation and wildlife habitats

A Table of Risks at 4 Pilot World Heritage Sites for Risk Preparedness
Risk/Threat
Wild fires
Illegal Activities
Poaching

Ukhahlamba Rwenzori Drankensberg
x
x
x
x
x

Prolonged Drought

x
x

Simien

x

Invasive Alien species
Disease

Aldabra Atoll

x

x
x
x

x

2

x

1
3
1
1
1

x

Mining
Conservation Management
Process Changes

x
x
x

Floods
Land slides
Receding snow and
Crevasses

Frequency
3
2

1
1
1

x

Damage of wildlife
Wildlife disturbance

x

1

x

2

x

1

Loss of natural vegetation
and wildlife habitats

x
Habitat degradation
Pollution due to oil
spills/processing

x

Fires
Remoteness on service
delivery
Inadequate staff training

x
x

2
1

x
x

1
1

Piracy

1
1

x
x

Civil Wars
Resource Constraints
Others risks
Toltal Risks types

5

11

5

6

4
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3.17

State of Conservation Online Information System

By Mr. Diawara Associate Project Officer, WHC UNESCO
He stated that the system was aimed at contributing to institutional memory, help in property
monitoring and evaluation for better management of the property. Its focus was on State of
conservation of sites impacted during war.
The website for the system was given as http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc and the subsequent
comments were as outlined below:
i.

It was observed that some site managers do not have a copy of a nomination dossier that was
submitted for listing and wondered whether it’s something that can be accessed on the online
system.
ii. It was proposed that Risk preparedness plans be part of the portal on the online system.
3.18 Risk preparedness for Francophone States Parties
By Mr. Djah Francos Malan, Cote d’Ivoire (Course Coordinator Risk Preparedness Francophone
States Parties)
Mr. Malan stated that twelve sites from the francophone countries are on the List of Sites in
Danger, mainly as a result of instability in these countries well as in site managers of these
properties.
The meeting proposed that similar format be adopted for both groups.
3.19 The African World Heritage Fund
By Ms. Vanessa Fanjul Program Specialist
Miss Fanjul assured participants that currently there are no limits on the conservation fund and
gave useful websites for the fund including:
i.
ii.
iii.

http://awhf.net
http://awhf.geo-map.co.za
http://www.facebook.com/africaworldheritagefund?ref=hl

3.20 General Closing Remarks
a. Vote of thanks by Frederick Kizza (Site Manager for Rwenzori Mountain World Heritage
Site
•

On behalf of the participants, Frederick Kizza thanked the organizers UNESCO, AWHF,
SANPARKS and Department of Environment Affairs for making the workshop possible.
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•

He thanked the coordinator for keeping the group waked up

b. Closing Remarks from UNESCO: By Mr. Diawara
•
•

It was observed that the objectives of the workshop were met. Four Risk Preparedness
plans have been birthed out of the process
The challenge remains in the implementation of the Risk preparedness plans
Concluding Remarks

Concluding Remarks by Mr. Bandiougou Diawara
He thanked all their commitment and team spirit during the workshop and accomplished work., He
observed that the workshop objectives had been fully met. A lot was learnt through sharing
experiences and especially from Wednesday’s site visit; a network was created; and a working
methodology for the preparation of Risk preparedness plans was also established.
The biggest challenge still awaiting ahead, and involved a follow-up and the implementation of our
Risk preparedness Plans
The most important factor in terms of development is the human capital. Human resources should
be strengthened to mobilize financial resources. Sometime, Africa is faced with a paradoxical
situation: projects run behind funds and funds run behind projects. This trend should be reversed
through information sharing and developing good funds mobilization strategy.
This workshop would contribute to the new phase of Africa Nature programme. The focus would
be on harmonizing issues on the vulnerability of WHS, for example link the Risk preparedness
programme to Climate change Programme. The focus will also be on follow-up activities.
He also thanked the South African authorities and organizers and cordionators for excellent
coordination of this workshop.

c. Closing Remarks from Workshop participants:
•
•
•

The workshop was educative and they hoped to implement the tools learnt on their sites
The workshop coordinator rose to the occasion to keep the momentum of the workshop
going. No one dozed in the meeting. The coordinator did a good job as he kept the energy
going.
The skeleton, scheme or format of the Risk Preparedness seemed clear; hence the
workshop was fruitful. At least the basic format had been agreed upon.

The participants demanded the way forward for the following concerns:
i.
ii.

The time frame to complete the Risk Preparedness plans. There was need to keep the
momentum
The workshop should have been held at a world heritage site. There was need for exposure
to a WHS during the workshop
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iii.

It was observed that in some countries only officers under the Cultural Heritage Unit attend
such programmes. It was therefore a good idea that this workshop for Natural Heritage Site
managers was held.

d. Closing Remarks from Training/Workshop Coordinator- Mr. Kagosi Mwamulowe
He thanked the participants for being active and gave the following way forward:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

4.0
4.1

All the 4 groups were encouraged to continue working on their 4 risk preparedness plans.
The meeting agreed to submit in a month’s time.
The group working on the UDP-WHS was allowed to submit in July due to tight schedules
some members are engaged in June 2013.
The two coordinators in consultation with organizers will liaise on the possibility of a joint
workshop with francophone
Preparation of a booklet (i.e. a risk preparedness manual) was proposed as one of the
outcomes of this workshop which was to be spearheaded by the Workshop Coordinator and
therefore Zambia as a State Party.

WORKSHOP REVIEW
Attendance

The workshop was fairly well attended despite the fact that some States Parties were either not
represented or partially represented. For instance Tanzania had only sent one Site Manager,
Zimbabwe did not have any representative due some local administrative challenges whilst Kenya
was also not fully represented just as in the case of South Africa. This was despite the fact that
notices were sent in good time to the concerned stakeholders either directly or through their
National Focal Persons. Egypt was also absent from this workshop.
4.2

Participation Level

The workshop was highly interactive and participatory both in plenary and group sessions. The
participants and the facilitators got to know each other better and interacted freely throughout the
workshop as suggestions were made and resolutions made on a number of aspects.

4.3

Information about preparatory work

From the questionnaire responses this was rated above average on a scale of 1to 4
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4.4

Field Work

The site visit was exciting but not very well directed to realistic outstanding universal values as the
visit was not made to a World Heritage Site. This led to assumptive OUVs being used to identify
or match them with the risks. Two out of 14 respondents rated the field visit as low but not very.
4.5

Workshop Objectives and Expected Outcomes

The workshop objectives were generally met considering all the responses in the questionnaire are
on the high side that the following expected outputs were achieved:
vi.
vii.
viii.

A network of site managers has established
Risk Preparedness Identification and planning tools were adopted
4 Draft Risk assessment and Preparedness Plans for selected WHS. Zambia is also looking
at it Victoria Falls Draft for sharing with Zimbabwe.
Tentative Action plan for the preparation of draft plans was agreed upon
A Workshop report has been produced
In addition, the workshop has resulted in a production of a draft manual on Risk
Preparedness Based on the Anglophone States Parties experiences.

ix.
x.
xi.

4.6

Participants expectations

The workshop met the participant’s expectations.
4.7

Periodic Report for Africa

Only one participant was not impressed with the output whereas most of the participants i.e. 12
out of 14 fairly rated the presentation.
4.8

Presentation Africa Nature Program

This presentation was also very well rated and appreciated with the graph skewing towards
excellent.
4.10 Methodological Framework: EOH tool presentation
This presentation was also very well rated and appreciated with the graph skewing towards
very good
4.11 BIOPAMA Presentation
This presentation was considered generally good although two participants did not seem to
have appreciated it.
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4.12 State of Conservation of Africa’s Natural WH Properties
This presentation was generally rated good i.e. 10 out of 14 by most participant to very good
by 4.
4.13 Ukhahlamba Drakensberg Park WHS Management
This presentation was generally very good to excellent.
4.14 Protection and Management of World Heritage Sites
This presentation was generally very good to excellent.
4.15 Community Benefits and Sustainable Development at a World Heritage Property
This presentation was averagely received with two participants not appreciating the output
where as 4 treated it as an excellent presentation.
4.16 Risk Preparedness for Anglophones Natural World Heritage Sites
A few participants rated this presentation as excellent whereas the majority considered in very
good.
4.17 Preparing sketches of Risk Management Plans
This presentation was generally rated good i.e. 10 out of 14 by most participant to very good
by 4.
4.18

UNESCO Data Base

This was another very good presentation though one participant did not appreciate it.
4.19

Risk Preparedness Workshop for French Speaking Countries

This presentation was very well received as it was treated as very good presentation to
excellent.
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4.20

African World Heritage Fund Presentation

This was considered an excellent presentation with most people appreciating it.
4.21

Assessments and Practical exercises

Most of the participants (i.e. 50%) did not fill in the questionnaire. However out of those who
filled in one gets the impression that the output that it was generally average. If the 50% that
did not fill in would represent the doubting respondents then this aspect can be rated as
generally poor.
4.22 General Comments
i. Course Logistics
Airport transfer problems were cited
Classroom setting: It was difficult to have a convert adaptators for laptop usage.
iii.

Course Content

The participants observed that workshop itinerary should have been circulated to participant for
them to be better organized.
The other observation was that some participants were not impressed with the fact that no
allowances were paid at this workshop as this they claimed was the trend with most workshops.
5.0

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1

CONCLUSION

In conclusion this workshop generally met its major objectives despites having minor setbacks. The
setbacks had to do with the non-arrival of some site managers from a few States Parties. Despite all this, the
workshop participants were generally happy with the workshop. There was great appreciation and
acceptance of the course work. However, it was also observed that a lot of time was given to subjects,
which were not directly linked to Risk Preparedness. Notwithstanding this, most of these presentations had
something to do with Risk Preparedness. For instance it was important for participants to appreciate themes
OUV, State of Conservation, Program background and community benefits as all these have a bearing on
compression of risks. The need to clearly define the risks and threats as the two do not mean the same and
could result into wrong identification of risks and therefore assessments and the planning for their
management. The workshop also emphasized on the need to ensure that general management plans should
emphasize. The major failure of the workshop was the fact that it was not held at a World Heritage Site.
However, the workshop was thus overly successful.
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5.2
i.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND WAY FORWARD
There is need to clearly define Risks, Threats and Impacts as these are generally understood and defined
wrongly. This must be done quickly and information shared urgently within the network using the
internet as a platform for information sharing. This information will be handy for purposes of
concluding the preparation of the risk preparedness plans earmarked for the various natural and mixed
world natural world heritage sites. Thus the Plans for Rwenzori, Aldaabra Atoll, Simien Park and
Ukhahlamba Drankensberg World Heritage Sites including that of the Victoria Falls should be
concluded.

ii. The Zambian heritage managers should thus engage their Zimbabwean counterparts as a way of capacity
building in their counterparts in this programme since they are managing the Mosi oa tunya /Victoria
Falls World Heritage Site jointly.
iii. There is need to come up with a standardized customized manual for preparing African Natural World
Heritage Sites considering that most of the problems are common and occur within environments with
common or similar geopolitical and socioeconomic aspects. Thus the risks likely to affect the World
Heritage Sites in these African States Parties are likely to be similar and therefore a common and
possibly holistic approach would be ideal.
iv. Following from the above a meeting or workshop integrating the Natural and Cultural Heritage Experts
or Site Managers to harmonize the aspects of the two disciplines and cross-pollinate ideas would be
appropriate.
v.

vi.
vii.

viii.
ix.

There is need to identify amongst the World Site Managers and some Focal Points with skills and
relevant experience to mentors to assist in ensuring that the Risk Preparedness Plans are concluded
accordingly. A Coordinator for this programme needs to be identified accordingly considering that
Zambia through this Risk Preparedness Workshop Coordinator just volunteered to spearhead this
process.
After the pilot sites are done there is need for follow up workshops on the sharing of experiences.
Exchange visits of Site Managers to various African World Heritage Sites would strengthen the
already existing network and fluidity amongst stakeholders in this field. Hands-on experience in
addition to internet networking is thus cardinal.
In the future such workshops need to be undertaken at World Heritage Sites for purposes of getting
contextual and relevant experience.
Considering that most sites do not have up to date management plans there is need to emphasize the
need for these sites to urgently prepare risk preparedness plans.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Names, positions, contacts of the workshop participants
NAME
AND POSITION
SURNAME
Site Manager
Oscar
uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park
Mthimkhulu
South Africa

CONTACT

Mziwabantu V. Archaeologist
Taung Skull
Nkabi
South Africa

+ 27 783 105 890
mvnkabi@gmail.com

Mohau Maputle

Project Manager
Vredefort Dome
South Africa

+27 29 11 084
+27 839 789 844
mohaumaput le@gmail.com

Zeleke Tigabie Simien National Park
Abuhay
Ethiopia
Steve Kamerino

Muteru Njau-ini

Joel Souyave

Marc
Baptiste

+251 912 056 237
zeleketewahido.abc@gmail.c
om
+254 720 869 449
skamerino@hotmail.com

Site Manager
Lake Turkana National Parks
Kenya
Site manager
+254 713 472 474
Kenya Lake System in the Great Rift nmuteru@kws.go.ke
muteruwathuta@yahoo.com
Valley
Kenya
Site manager
Aldraba Atoll
Seychelles

+248 3217 35
islandmanager@sif.sc

Jean- Site manager
Vallée de Mai Nature Reserve
Seychelles

James Wakibara

Tel : +27 33 239 1505
mthimkho@kznwildlife.com

Serengeti
World
Coordinator
Tanzania

Heritage

+248 253 52 55
marc@sif.sc

Site Mb : +255 767 703 399/+255
785 2782 970
jwakibara@yahoo.com
james.wakibara@tanzaniapar
ks.com
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Pontious Ezuma

Site manager
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park
Uganda

+256 772 438 323
pontiouse2010@gmail.com
pontious.ezuma@ugandawildl
ife.org

Fredric Kizza

Site manager
Rwenzori Mountains National Park
Uganda

Bryson Banda

Site manager
Lake Malawi National Park
Malawi

Muyumbwa
Ndiyoi

Site coordinator
Mosi-oa Tunya/ Victoria Falls
Zambia
Environmental Officer
Sehlabathebe National Park
Lesotho
Course Coordinator and Focal Point
Zambia

+256 782 929 950
+256 392 841 133
kizzafredric@gamil.com
fredrick.kiiza@ugandawildlif
e.org
+265 888 33 50 52
+265 17 59 831
brysonbanda@gmail.com
dpw@wildlifemw.net
+ 260 975 112 523
ndiyoi@yahoo.co.uk

Khotso Mohapi

Kagosi
Mwamulowe

Djah
Francois Université d’Abobo Adjame
Malan
Cote d’Ivoire

+266 630 63 994
dkmohapi@yahoo.com
+26 022 122 6506
+26 097 750 0243
mwamsk@yahoo.com
mwamulowek@netscape.net
+225 08 30 97 15
malandfrancois@yahoo.fr

Bandiougou
Diawara

Associate Project Officer
WHC UNESCO
Paris- France

+336 60 60 27 25
b.diawara@unesco.org

Vanessa Fanjul

Program Specialist
AWHF
South Africa

+27 11 256 3667
VanessaF@awhf.net
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Christine
Mentzel

Senior Programme Officer
IUCN
South Africa

Guy Debonnet

Chief-Special Projects Unit
WHC UNESCO
Paris-France
Regional Coordinator
IUCN- Nairobi
Head of Programs
AWHF
South Africa
Golden Gates Hilands Senior Ranger
Mapungubwe World Heritage Site

Geoffroy
Mauvais
Souayibou
Varissou

Chrispine
Chauke
(Cultural
heritage
specialist)

Tel: +27 (0)12 342 8304
Mobile: +27 (0)74 452 0750
Christine.MENTZEL@iucn.o
rg
+33 145 68 0765
g.debonnet@unesco.org
Geoffroy.Mauvais@iucn.org
+27 828 044 569
SouayibouV@awhf.net
RSA
RSA
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Appendix 2: Workshop Programme
PROGRAM WORKSHOP ON RISK PREPAREDNESS- AFRICA NATURE PROGRAM
GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL PARK (SOUTH AFRICA) FROM 20TH TO 25TH MAY 2013

TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

CHAIRMAN

KM

FM

DSM/KM/FM

FM/KG

KG

8:30

Opening ceremony (TK)

State of Conservation of
Africa’s Natural World
Heritage Properties (MN)

Site Visit and
Presentation in
relation to the
subject /
diagnostic tool
(risk
identification)

Revising
Presentation on
Templates for Risk
Management &
Monitoring Plans

Preparation of
sketches of Risk
management plans for
each site (the work of
participants)

Diagnostic tool :
identification and
mapping of risk
(restitution of group
work in the field)

-Discussion

Workshop Objectives and
Expected Outcomes (KM/FM)

-Discussion

Participants expectations

Ukhahlamba Drakensberg
Park WHS Management (OM)
- Discussion

Periodic Report for Africa (SV)
Protection & management of
WH Sites (FM)
Presentation Africa Nature
Program (GM)
- Discussion

- Discussion

10:30

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

CHAIRMAN

KM

FM

DSM /KG/FM

FM/JW

FM

11:00

- Management Effectiveness
of WHP; Methodological
Framework: EoH tool
presentation (CM)

Community benefits & Sust.
Development at WHP (JW)

Site Visit /
diagnostic tool
(risk
identification)

- Monitoring risk
(tools and
approaches)

Preparation of
sketches of RM Plans

- EoH example in Malawi (KM)

- Discussion

- Case Study

Golden Gate Highlands N.
Park Presentation (D)

UNESCO State of
Conservation Online
Information System
(BD)

-Discussion
- Discussion
Presentation French
Risk P. Workshop (FM) 54

13:00

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

CHAIRMAN

KM

FM/KM

DSM /KG/FM

FM/KM

KM

14:30-

-Brief on SOUVs for Natural
WH Site and their threats
(JW/KM)

-Risk preparedness for anglo.
Natural WH Sites (KM)

Site Visit /
diagnostic tool
(risk
identification)

-Preparing sketches
of risk management
plans for each site
(structure,

AWHF presentation
and funding
mechanisms (VF)

15:10

52

- Discussion

approach, timeline)

-Presentation on Templates
for Risk Management and
Monitoring Plans

- Preparation of
sketches of risk
management plans
for each site
(participant’s work)

(FM/KM)

- Discussion

Participant’s
impressions of the
Workshop

Conclusions and
Monitoring plan work
in countries (KM)

Conclusions (BD)

Workshop evaluation
20 mins

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

15:30-

BIOPAMA (CM)

Participants Discuss and
Suggest improvements on
the Working Templates

-Discussion

(FM/KM)

Site Visit /
diagnostic tool
(risk
identification)

Preparing sketches
of risk management
plans for each site
(structure,
approach, timeline)

16:30

54

COFFEE BREAK

53

- Preparation of
sketches of risk
management plans
for each site
(participant’s work)

Key: KM-KAGOSI MWAMULOWE/ FM- FRANCOIS DJAH MALAN/ CM- CHRISTINE MENTZEL/ GM- GEOFFROY MAUVAIS/ SV-SOUAYIBOU
VARISSOU/NM-MUYUMBWA NDIYOI/JW-JAMES WAKIBARA. RAPPORTEUR: NM-MUYUMBWA NDIYOI/VANESSA FANJUL/BANDIOUGOU
DIAWARA/OFFICIALS FROM DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

54

54

54

55

Appendix 3: Workshop Evaluation Sheet

Course Logistics

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Accommodation
Catering
International transport
Classroom setting
Information about the course
Information about preparatory work
Site visit
Quality of Course Content per Unit

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Workshop Objectives and Expected Outcomes
Participants expectations
Periodic Report for Africa
Presentation Africa Nature Program
Methodological Framework: EoH tool presentation
EoH example in Malawi
Brief on SOUVs for Natural WH Site and their threats
BIOPAMA Presentation
State of Conservation of Africa’s Natural WH Properties
Ukhahlamba Drakensberg Park WHS Management
Protection & management of WH Sites
Community benefits & Sust. Development at WHP
Golden Gate Highlands N. Park Presentation
Risk Preparedness for anglophones Natural WH Sites

4
13
10
10
8
4
5
4
4
7
5
1
9
5
6
9
6
4
7
7
4
5
4

3

2
1
4
4
6
9
9
8

3

1

1
2
2

7
9
12
5
9
8
5
6
10
7
7
8
8
10

1

1

2

2
1

Presentation on Templates for Risk Management and monitoring Plans
Preparing sketches of Risk Management plans
UNESCO Data Base
Risk Preparedness Workshop for French Speaking Countries
AWHF Presentation
Assessments/practical exercises

6
6
7
10
2

8
7
7
4
4

General Comments

Course Logistics
Airport transfer problem
Classroom setting- difficult to have a convert adaptator
Course Content
Inteniary of the workshop should have been circulated to us to be better organised
The evaluation could have been given at the beginning of the workshop and the
presentation could have been evaluated at the time of completion at the end of each day

Number
of
Comments
2
1

1

1

Appendix 4 Workshop Attendance

Workshop on risk Preparedness- Africa Nature Program
May 2012, South Africa DRAFT LIST OF PARTICIPANTS- SITE MANAGERS (FOCAL POINTS ARE NOT INVITED TO THE WORKSHOP)
Site coordinator
Mr. Andrew
Zaloumis
Mr. Guy Palmer
Ms. Lebo Diale
Mr. Oscar
Mthimkhulu
Mr. Zeleke
Tigabie Abuhay
Mr. Steve
Kamerino
Mr. Muteru
Njao-ini

Country
South
Africa
South
Africa
South
Africa
South
Africa
Ethiopia

Site
iSimangaliso Wetland Park
Cape Floral Region Protected Areas

Telephone number
Tel: +27355901528/1633
Tel: +218668009/+218661523

Vredefort Dome
uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park
National Focal Point and Simien National Park

hh
Tel: 033-2391505
Tel: +251 911 42 1505

E-mail
apz@worldonline.co.za/debbie@i
Simangaliso.com
gpalmer@capenature.co.za
ldiale@nwpg.gov.za
mthimkho@kznwildlife.com
abrentant2001@yahoo.com

Kenya

Lake Turkana National Parks

Kenya

Kenya Lake System in the Great Rift Valley

Tel: +254722 79502

nmuteru@kws.go.ke

Kenya

Mount Kenya National Park/Natural Forest

Tel: +254 724695598

jgichiah@kws.go.ke

Seychelles

Aldabra Atoll

Tel: + 248 32 17 35

islandmanager@sif.sc

Seychelles

Vallée de Mai Nature Reserve

Tel: +248 23 62 20

marc@sif.sc

Tanzania

Ngorongoro Conservation Area

Mb: +255 754 365372

amiyo_amiyo@yahoo.com

Benson Kibonde
William
Mwakilema

Tanzania

Selous Game Reserve

Mb: +255 783 665 930

bkibonde@gmail.com

Tanzania

Serengeti National Park

James Wakibara

Tanzania

Erastus T.
Lufungulo

Tanzania

Mr. Simon Gitau
Ms. Joel
Souyave
Mr. Marc JeanBaptiste
Mr. Amiyo. T.
Amiyo

skamerino@hotmail.com

mwakilema2009@gmail.com
Mb: +255 786272970/767703399
Mb:+255754278372/+255784278372

Kilimanjaro National Park

jwakibara@yahoo.com
elufungulo@tanzaniaparks.com/el
ufungulo@yahoo.com
pontious.ezuma@ugandawildlife.
org/pontiouse2010@gmail.com

Pontious Ezuma

Uganda

Bwindi Impenetrable National Park

Mr. Fred Kizza

Uganda

Rwenzori Mountains National Park

Tel: +256772521457

kizzafredric@gmail.com

Mr. Bryson
Banda
Mr. Kagosi
Mwamulowe
Muyumbwa
Ndiyoi

Malawi

Lake Malawi National Park

2651759833 2651759833

brysonbanda@gmail.com

Zambia

National Focal Point- Coordinator

Tel: +260 3 32 04 81/ mob.: +260 977
50 0243

mwamulowek@netscape.net

Zambia

Mosi-oa-Tunya Victoria Falls

Zimbabwe

Victoria Falls

Zimbabwe

Mana Pools N.Park, Sapi and Chewore Safari Areas

Egypt

ndiyoi@yahoo.co.uk

2.63713E+11

Wadi Al-Hitan (Whale Valley)

54
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Appendix 5

PARTCIPANTS EXPECTATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP
Brief descriptions of expectations for the risk preparedness training by Some Site Managers at
the workshop:
1.
i.

KIZZA –RUWENZORI UGANDA
.To share general conservation experiences, challenges and success stories with World
heritage site managers

ii.

.To acquire practical skills for WHS preparedness for climate change effects, impacting
on flora, fauna, natural sites and human culture.

iii.

.To acquire skills for improving safety precaution for Tourists, local communities and
WHS Staff while within the World Heritage Sites.

iv.

.Strategic planning for WHS Preparedness- focusing on Infrastructure maintenance and
Human resources capacity development.

v.

Drafting mitigation plans to reduce leliminate long-term risks to life and property from
natural hazards (floods,landslides, fire)

vi.

Response planning for disasters and relief to communities surrounding the WHS

vii.

Recovery, Restoration and Adoption process planning for effects of disasters in prone
WH sites and surrounding.

viii.

To acquire Intelligence skills for monitoring potential Tefforist action (bio-security/
terrorism) to the WHS.

ix.

0

Resource mobilization skills for WHS Conservation.

2.

PONTIOUS SURNAME EZUMA BWINDI IMPENETRABLE NATIONAL PARKUGANDA

Risk preparedness and preventive approaches are increasingly becoming key areas of
adoption in the fields of conservation as efforts of advanced management practices. Such
approaches indeed appear to ease the work of site managers as opposed to lack of them. It is my
firm belief that this training workshop will expose me to an in-depth understanding of the
concept of risk-preparedness so that I can effectively apply the knowledge for the better
management of the site under my jurisdiction. It is my expectation that under the guidance of
the mentor, I should be able to prepare a draft Risk-preparedness plan for my site. Again
since the course is interactive it will give me opportunity to share experiences with other site
managers across Africa, learn lessons from other site managers and resource persons that
will empower me to better manage and or ensure sustainable management of the site under
my jurisdiction in perpetuity for humanity.

In summary this course will enable me understand the monitoring and evaluation tools after
exploring with the resource persons and mentors for the efficient management of the World
heritage site under my management. I should be able to understand the methodological and
structural framework for the development of risk preparedness plan since I shall be exposed
to making one at the end of the training.

3.

BRYSON BANDA – LAKE MALAWI

As Site Manager, I expect to improve my understanding and learn new approaches to risk
preparedness in relation to the Lake Malawi National Park State of Outstanding Universal
Values (OUVs). There are a lot of threatening events (such as wanton cutting down of trees in
the hills along the Lake Malawi catchment, wildfires, poor agricultural practices that result in
erosion and siltation of micro habitats of the endemic cichlid fish species, ecotourism
developments along the Lake Malawi with Sewage systems damping pollutants into the lake and
other big developments such as the proposed Oil Exploration in the Lake Malawi) to the OUVs
of the property taking place within and surrounding the catchment area of the OUVs Sites. The
training will equip me with skills in better identifying any threatening event to the OUVs
and better approaches to manage the risks.

1

4.

MARVELLOUS MBIKIYANA-MANA POOLS NATIONAL PARK, SAPI AND
CHEWORE SAFARI AREAS WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY, ZIMBABWE

Once attended the workshop will enable me to;
-

Share experiences and challenges in conservation of World Heritage Sites
Understand and know the threats within Heritage Sites
Gain management and conservation skills and how to mitigate possible threats within the
heritage site

5. ZELEKI SEMIEN

6. MARC JEAN-BAPTISTE- VALLÉE DE MAI, SEYCHELLES
My expectation from this training workshop is get to know other manager in Africa who are
managing similar entity like me, together developed and strengthen personal approaches
on how to address common challenges that are commonly affecting Natural Wold Heritage
Sites. I expect this to be in the form of sharing knowledge and experiences of these common
challenges and together find possible solution on how to overcome those challenge.
2

I am also expecting to gain knowledge and skills, as well as identifying the best possible
mitigative measures for current and potential risks that can leads to the lost of the
Outstanding Universal Values of Vallée de Mai.
I also expect through this workshop to be able to draft a risk assessment and preparedness
report for the Vallée de Mai. Although the threats and risks to the 19.5 ha of forest have long
been identified, no comprehensive documentation or strategy exist to mitigate or mange these
risks.
This draft document, as an outcome of the workshop will be a useful tool for me as the Site
Manger of the site
7.

JOEL SOUTAVE N/A

8.

OSCAR MTHIMKHULU UKHAHLAMBA DRAKENSBERG PARK RSA

During the Second Cycle of the Periodic Reporting in the Africa Region carried out in 20102011 a number of threats were identified in uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park. These include
invasive alien species, low law enforcement and illegal hunting. The majority of sites in Africa
lack mandatory budget to deal with invasive and lien species. Therefore, my expectation
from the workshop is to come up with practical funding mechanisms to deal with threats.
9.
JAMES WAKIBARA SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK, TANZANIA
Add knowledge and skills related to risk preparedness during management of Natural World
Heritage Sites (Serengeti). Share experiences and extent collaboration and co-operation with
other African WHS in the area of risk preparedness for the better management of our WHS.
Apply such knowledge & skills gained during the training at Serengeti National Park upon
return.

10.

MUYUMBWA NDIYOI ZAMBIA MOSI-O-TUNYA, ZAMBIA
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Appendix 6 SOME KEY PRESENTATIONS

GOLDENS GATES HIGHLAND NATIONAL PARK
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Appendix 7 : DATA GATHERING FIELD FORMS
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#1 NEW SITE
FIELD CARD

Site Identification
Investigator(s) GROUP TWO
Investigation Date 22/5/2013

Investigators Institution: AWHF
Site Primary Name: GOLDEN GATES
HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK

Other Site Name(s)
Site Governarate, District/Province, Municipality: FREESTATE
PROVINCE
Describe Significance of Site (OUV)
Natural (NB : Group 3 used vertical presentation)
Scientific (NB : Was suggested split ecological and biological)
Ecological
Geological
Geomorphologic

Office Responsible for Site:
SANPARKS
CRITERIA
I, III, VII, & X (Group 3
Criteria 8)

Group 3 suggested major
stages of earth history

Habitat

Species

Process

-Breeding site for
endangered bearded
vulture
-Habitat for endangered
Oribi
-habitat for endangered
black wildebeest

Feature

Process

-An important
palaeontological
site dating 200230 Million years
with dinosaur
fossilized eggs
with foetal
skeletal imprint
-site has the
diversity of
phenomena
which are rare
and unique.
-

Feature

Process

-Site has the
diversity of
sandstone which
are rare and
unique formation
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Aesthetic Value

Other Aesthetic values
Scenic beauty
Chain of mountain of the karoo sequence-

CULTURAL
VALUES
#3
MONITORING
NEW SITE ELEMENTS FIELD CARD
Page3
Historical Value (NB : Group two suggested historical and cultural
research)
-Diversity in culture heritage spanning from middle and late stone
age, san, Basotho and early European settlers
_Anglo boer war surrender site (building with the photo for
Queen Victoria)

Other Historical values

Social Economic Value
Other social values
-Poverty alleviation for local communities and provision of goods
and ecosystem services e.g wetland rehab and Sustainable natural
resource harvesting
Spiritual
-San rock art site with spiritual elements/sacred site
Other spiritual values

Comments e.g. Directions to site or notes on accuracy of Site
Provincial Road cutting through the Park

Boundary: refer to appendix 5 in IMP for GGHNP
Group 2 observed clearly marked boundary observed buffer zone
not defined
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Site/Site Element Identification
ENTIRE SITE or ONE SITE ELEMENT?

SITE

SITE ELEMENT
MEGA Number

Investigator(s)

Investigator(s) Institution

GROUP 1

AWHF 1

Date of Monitor Visit

Site Primary Name

22/5/2013

GOLDEN GATES HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK

If Element:
Element Code

If Element:
Element Primary Name
RED MOUNTAIN

Site Governance District/Province/Municipality
FREE STATE PROVINCE
Ownership (Tick as many as possible)
Transnational

Government

Private

Other

Unknown

Important Disturbances (new and ongoing)
Code

Disturbance Description
Wetland degradation

Code

Disturbance Description

Code

Disturbance Description

Important THREATS
Good

Fair

Poor

Code

Threat Description 1

Very bad

√

Inundated

Destroyed
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Soil erosion
-it disturbances
flow pattern
wetland functions
#3 MONITORING
NEW
SITE ELEMENTS
FIELDand
CARD

Code

Threat Description 2

Livestock influx-causing trampling of soils that lead to confined water
flow and concentrate water flow that leads head cut erosion
Code

Threat Description

Overall THREAT RATING (Choose One)
Low

Medium

High

Urgent

Unknown

Overall threat description
Road, Veld Fire, erosion, litter, livestock influx, flash floods and landslide causing great degradation of the site due to
both erosion, whethering and visual pollution

Possible Violation of Heritage/National Park Law
Code

Violation Description
NEM: PAA 57 of 2003
Violation of National Protection Act by
Road Traffic Act-road kills as a result of speeding beyond recommended limit
SAHRA Act-illegal collection of Artifacts

National Veld and Forest Fire Act [No 101 of 1998]-uncontrolled fires [arsene fires]
Code

Violation Description
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Page3
Site/Site Element Identification
ENTIRE SITE or ONE SITE ELEMENT?

SITE

SITE ELEMENT
MEGA Number

Investigator(s)

Investigator(s) Institution

GROUP 1

AWHF 1

Date of Monitor Visit

Site Primary Name

22/5/2013

GOLDEN GATES HIGHLANDS NATIONAL PARK

If Element:
Element Code

If Element:
Element Primary Name
DR REISZ PALAEONTOLOGICAL SITE

Site Governance District/Province/Municipality
FREE STATE PROVINCE
Ownership (Tick as many as possible)
Transnational

Government

Private

Other

Unknown

√

Important Disturbances (new and ongoing)
Code

Disturbance Description
Soil erosion eroding the cover as well as disintegrating fossils

Code

Disturbance Description

Code

Disturbance Description

Important THREATS
Good

Fair

Poor

Very bad

√

Inundated

Destroyed
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Code

Threat Description 1
-Flash floods-constant torrential rains
-

#3 MONITORING NEW SITE ELEMENTS FIELD CARD
Page3
Code

Threat Description 2
Landslides-sudden slumpage of wet soils on steep slopes. Shallow soils and steep slopes fall during rainy
conditions due to soil water saturation

Code

Threat Description

Overall THREAT RATING (Choose One)
Low

Medium

High

Urgent

Unknown

Overall threat description

Possible Violation of Heriatge/National Park Law
Code

Violation Description

Code

Violation Description
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Site/Site Element Identification
MONITORING ENTIRE SITE or ONE SITE ELEMENT?
Investigator(s)

Investigator(s) Institution

Date of Monitor Visit

Site Primary Name

If Element:
Element Code

If Element:
Element Primary Name

SITE

SITE ELEMENT

MEGA Number

Site Photographs

File Name:
Caption:

File Name:
Caption:

File Name:
Caption:

File Name:
Caption:

File Name:
Caption:
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SITE ELEMENTS GEOLOGICAL PERIOD
DURATION and
Years)
Element s Group 1 Present -Quaternary

0 .01

Element s Group 2 Tertiary

23

AGE
2

65

Element s Group 3 Cretaceous

79

144

Element s Group 4 Jurassic

69

213

Element s Group 5 Triassic

35

(10,000,000

248
34

Element s Group 6 Permian

38
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CODE CARD #2 TOGOGRAPHY & MONITORING
CODE CARD #2 TOGOGRAPHY & MONITORING
Site Element Topography

Alluvial fan
Cutbank
Hilltop
Plain, Non Alluvial
Playa
Slope
Valley Bottom
Unspecified/Unknown
Topography

Cliff
Dune fiel
Plain Alluvial
Plateau
Ridge
Terrace
Other Topograpghy

Appendix 8: Draft Risk Management Plans for Aldaabra Atoll (Seychelles) Simien
(Ethiopia), Drakensburg (RSA), and Rwenzori (Uganda) World Heritage Properties
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